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Abstract

In an increasing number of domains it has been demonstrated that deep learning models can

be trained using relatively large batch sizes without sacrificing data efficiency. However the

limits of this massive data parallelism seem to differ from domain to domain, ranging from

batches of tens of thousands in ImageNet to batches of millions in RL agents that play

the game Dota 2. To our knowledge there is limited conceptual understanding of why

these limits to batch size differ or how we might choose the correct batch size in a new

domain. In this paper, we demonstrate that a simple and easy-to-measure statistic called

the gradient noise scale predicts the largest useful batch size across many domains and

applications, including a number of supervised learning datasets (MNIST, SVHN, CIFAR-

10, ImageNet, Billion Word), reinforcement learning domains (Atari and Dota), and even

generative model training (autoencoders on SVHN). We find that the noise scale increases

as the loss decreases over a training run and depends on the model size primarily through

improved model performance. Our empirically-motivated theory also describes the tradeoff

between compute-efficiency and time-efficiency, and provides a rough model of the benefits

of adaptive batch-size training.

∗Work done as an OpenAI Fellow.
†The OpenAI Dota Team (Greg Brockman, Brooke Chan, Przemysław Debiak, Christy Dennison, David Farhi, Rafał

Józefowicz, Jakub Pachocki, Michael Petrov, Henrique Pondé, Jonathan Raiman, Szymon Sidor, Jie Tang, Filip Wolski,
and Susan Zhang) performed measurements of the reinforcement learning agents they developed for the game Dota 2.
The Dota team’s work can be cited as [BCD+18].
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1 Introduction

The last few years have seen a rapid increase in the amount of computation used to train deep learning models

[AH18]. A major enabler as well as a limiting factor in this growth has been parallelism – the extent to which

a training process can be usefully spread across multiple devices. Regardless of how much total computation

is available, if model training cannot be sufficiently parallelized, then it may take too much serial time and

therefore may be practically infeasible.

A very common source of parallelism in deep learning has been data parallelism, which involves splitting

a batch of data across multiple devices and then aggregating and applying the resulting gradients. Data

parallelism requires fast communication between devices, but also requires that large batches are algorithmi-

cally effective in accelerating learning. Recently, a number of papers have shown empirically that on spe-

cific datasets or tasks, large batch sizes can achieve almost linear speed-ups in training without substantially

harming sample efficiency or generalization. For example, batch sizes of 8 thousand [GDG+17], 16 thousand

[SKYL17], 32 thousand [YGG17, YZH+17, ASF17], and even 64 thousand [JSH+18] examples have been

effectively employed to train ImageNet, and batch sizes of thousands have been effective for language mod-

els and generative models [OEGA18, PKYC18, BDS18]. This phenomenon is not confined to supervised

learning: in reinforcement learning, batch sizes of over a million timesteps (with tens of thousands of envi-

ronments running in parallel) have been used in a Dota-playing agent [BCD+18], and even in simple Atari

environments batch sizes of several thousand timesteps have proved effective [AAG+18, HQB+18, SA18].

These discoveries have allowed massive amounts of data and computation to be productively poured into

models in a reasonable amount of time, enabling more powerful models in supervised learning, RL, and other

domains.

However, for a given dataset and model, there is little to guide us in predicting how large a batch size we

can feasibly use, why that number takes a particular value, or how we would expect it to differ if we used

a different dataset or model. For example, why can we apparently use a batch size of over a million when

training a Dota agent, but only thousands or tens of thousands when training an image recognition model? In

practice researchers tend to simply experiment with batch sizes and see what works, but a downside of this

is that large batch sizes often require careful tuning to be effective (for example, they may require a warmup
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Figure 1: The tradeoff between time and compute resources spent to train a model to a given level of perfor-
mance takes the form of a Pareto frontier (left). Training time and compute cost are primarily determined by
the number of optimization steps and the number of training examples processed, respectively. We can train
a model more quickly at the cost of using more compute resources. On the right we show a concrete example
of the Pareto frontiers obtained from training a model to solve the Atari Breakout game to different levels of
performance. The cost and training time depend on the computing architecture and are shown approximately.

period or an unusual learning rate schedule), so the fact that it is possible to use a large batch size can

remain undiscovered for a long time. For example, both the Atari and ImageNet tasks were for several years

conventionally run with a substantially smaller batch size than is now understood to be possible. Knowing

ahead of time what batch size we expect to be effective would be a significant practical advantage in training

new models.

In this paper we attempt to answer some of these questions. We measure a simple empirical statistic, the

gradient noise scale3 (essentially a measure of the signal-to-noise ratio of gradient across training examples),

and show that it can approximately predict the largest efficient batch size for a wide range of tasks. Our model

also predicts a specific shape for the compute/time tradeoff curve, illustrated in Figure 1. Our contributions

are a mix of fairly elementary theory and extensive empirical testing of that theory.

On the conceptual side, we derive a framework which predicts, under some basic assumptions, that training

should parallelize almost linearly up to a batch size equal to the noise scale, after which there should be a

smooth but relatively rapid switch to a regime where further parallelism provides minimal benefits. Addition-

ally, we expect that the noise scale should increase during training as models get more accurate, and should

be larger for more complex tasks, but should not have a strong dependence on model size per se. We also

provide an analysis of the efficiency gains to be expected from dynamically adjusting the batch size according

to noise scale during training. Finally, we predict that, all else equal, the noise scale will tend to be larger in

complex RL tasks due to the stochasticity of the environment and the additional variance introduced by the

credit assignment problem.

On the empirical side, we verify these predictions across 8 tasks in supervised learning, RL, and gener-

ative models, including ImageNet, CIFAR-10, SVHN, MNIST, BillionWord, Atari, OpenAI’s Dota agent

[BCD+18], and a variational autoencoder for images. For each of these tasks we demonstrate that the noise

scale accurately predicts the largest usable batch size (at the order of magnitude level) and that gains to paral-

lelism degrade in the manner predicted by theory. We also show that the noise scale increases over the course

of training and demonstrate efficiency gains from dynamic batch size tuning. The noise scale eventually

becomes larger for more performant models, but this appears to be caused by the fact that more performant

models simply achieve a better loss.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we derive a simple conceptual picture of the

noise scale, data parallelism, and batch sizes, and explain what it predicts about optimal batch sizes and how

3Similar metrics have appeared previously in the literature. We discuss related work in Section 4.
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Figure 2: Less noisy gradient estimates allow SGD-type optimizers to take larger steps, leading to conver-
gence in a smaller number of iterations. As an illustration, we show two optimization trajectories using
momentum in a quadratic loss, with different step sizes and different amounts of artificial noise added to the
gradient.

they vary over the course of training and across tasks. We build on this analysis to study training efficiency in

Section 2.3. Then in Section 3 we empirically test the predictions in Section 2 and explore how the noise scale

varies with dataset, model size, and learning paradigm (supervised learning vs RL vs generative models).

Section 4 describes related work and Section 5 discusses the implications of these results and possible future

experiments.

2 Theory and Predictions for the Gradient Noise Scale

2.1 Intuitive Picture

Before working through the details of the gradient noise scale and the batch size, it is useful to present the

intuitive picture. Suppose we have a function we wish to optimize via stochastic gradient descent (SGD).

There is some underlying true optimization landscape, corresponding to the loss over the entire dataset (or,

more abstractly, the loss over the distribution it is drawn from). When we perform an SGD update with a

finite batch size, we’re approximating the gradient to this true loss. How should we decide what batch size to

use?

When the batch size is very small, the approximation will have very high variance, and the resulting gradient

update will be mostly noise. Applying a bunch of these SGD updates successively will average out the

variance and push us overall in the right direction, but the individual updates to the parameters won’t be very

helpful, and we could have done almost as well by aggregating these updates in parallel and applying them

all at once (in other words, by using a larger batch size). For an illustrative comparison between large and

small batch training, see Figure 2.

By contrast, when the batch size is very large, the batch gradient will almost exactly match the true gradient,

and correspondingly two randomly sampled batches will have almost the same gradient. As a result, doubling

the batch size will barely improve the update – we will use twice as much computation for little gain.

Intuitively, the transition between the first regime (where increasing the batch size leads to almost perfectly

linear speedups) and the second regime (where increasing the batch size mostly wastes computation) should

occur roughly where the noise and signal of the gradient are balanced – where the variance of the gradient is

at the same scale as the gradient itself4. Formalizing this heuristic observation leads to the noise scale.

The situation is shown pictorially in Figure 1. For a given model, we’d like to train it in as little wall time

as possible (x-axis) while also using as little total computation as possible (y-axis) – this is the usual goal

4Note that these considerations are completely agnostic about the size of the dataset itself.
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of parallelization. Changing the batch size moves us along a tradeoff curve between the two. Initially, we

can increase the batch size without much increase in total computation, then there is a “turning point” where

there is a substantive tradeoff between the two, and finally when the batch size is large we cannot make further

gains in training time. In the conceptual and experimental results below, we formalize these concepts and

show that the bend in the curve (and thus the approximate largest effective batch size) is in fact set roughly

by the noise scale.

2.2 Gradients, Batches, and the Gradient Noise Scale

We’ll now formalize the intuitions described in Section 2.1. Consider a model, parameterized by variables

θ ∈ R
D, whose performance is assessed by a loss function L (θ). The loss function is given by an average

over a distribution ρ (x) over data points x. Each data point x has an associated loss function Lx (θ), and the

full loss is given by L (θ) = Ex∼ρ [Lx (θ)]
5.

We would like to minimize L (θ) using an SGD-like optimizer, so the relevant quantity is the gradient G (θ) =
∇L (θ). However, optimizing L (θ) directly would be wasteful if not impossible, since it would require

processing the entire data distribution every optimization step. Instead, we obtain an estimate of the gradient

by averaging over a collection of samples from ρ, called a batch:

Gest (θ) =
1

B

B
∑

i=1

∇θLxi
(θ) ; xi ∼ ρ (2.1)

This approximation forms the basis for stochastic optimization methods such as mini-batch stochastic gradi-

ent descent (SGD) and Adam [KB14]. The gradient is now a random variable whose expected value (averaged

over random batches) is given by the true gradient. Its variance scales inversely with the batch size B6:

Ex1···B∼ρ [Gest (θ)] = G (θ)

covx1···B∼ρ (Gest (θ)) =
1

B
Σ (θ) , (2.2)

where the per-example covariance matrix is defined by

Σ (θ) ≡ covx∼ρ (∇θLx (θ))

= Ex∼ρ

[

(∇θLx (θ)) (∇θLx (θ))
T
]

−G (θ)G (θ)
T
. (2.3)

The key point here is that the minibatch gradient gives a noisy estimate of the true gradient, and that larger

batches give higher quality estimates. We are interested in how useful the gradient is for optimization pur-

poses as a function of B, and how that might guide us in choosing a good B. We can do this by connecting

the noise in the gradient to the maximum improvement in true loss that we can expect from a single gradient

update. To start, let G denote the true gradient and H the true Hessian at parameter values θ. If we perturb

the parameters θ by some vector V to θ − ǫV , where ǫ is the step size, we can expand true loss at this new

point to quadratic order in ǫ:

L (θ − ǫV ) ≈ L (θ)− ǫGTV +
1

2
ǫ2V THV. (2.4)

If we had access to the noiseless true gradient G and used it to perturb the parameters, then Equation 2.4 with

V = G would be minimized by setting ǫ = ǫmax ≡ |G|2

GTHG
. However, in reality we have access only to the

noisy estimated gradient Gest from a batch of size B, thus the best we can do is minimize the expectation

5In the context of reinforcement learning, the loss could be the surrogate policy gradient loss, and the distribution ρ
would be nonstationary.

6This is strictly true only when training examples are sampled independently from the same data distribution. For ex-
ample, when batches are sampled without replacement from a dataset of size D, the variance instead scales like

(

1
B

− 1
D

)

.
For simplicity, we restrict ourself to the case where B ≪ D or where batches are sampled with replacement, but our
conclusions can be altered straightforwardly to account for correlated samples.
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Figure 3: Larger batch sizes yield estimated gradients that are closer to the true gradient, on average. Larger
step sizes can be used when the estimated gradient is closer to the true gradient, so more progress can be
made per step. Left: A large step size used with a small batch size can lead to instability, as illustrated for
a quadratic loss. Right: Equation 2.6 predicts that the ‘turning point’ after which larger batch sizes become
less helpful is the noise scale B, where the training speed drops to 50% of the maximum possible.

E[L (θ − ǫGest)] with respect to ǫ. This expected value can be evaluated using Equation 2.2:

E[L (θ − ǫGest)] = L (θ)− ǫ|G|2 + 1

2
ǫ2

(

GTHG+
tr(HΣ)

B

)

. (2.5)

Minimizing this equation with respect to ǫ leads to:

ǫopt (B) = argminǫE [L (θ − ǫGest)] =
ǫmax

1 + Bnoise/B
(2.6)

as the optimal step size, which produces an optimal improvement in the loss from the noisy gradient:

∆Lopt (B) =
∆Lmax

1 + Bnoise/B
; ∆Lmax =

1

2

|G|4
GTHG

. (2.7)

Above, we have defined the noise scale as:

Bnoise =
tr (HΣ)

GTHG
, (2.8)

Note that our definition of the noise scale is independent of the size of the full training set. If we use a step

size larger than twice ǫopt, the loss may increase, leading to divergence, as illustrated in Figure 3.

Despite the many unfounded assumptions in the above derivation, we will find that equations 2.7 and 2.8

provide a helpful guide to the behavior of large-batch training, even when using other optimizers (including

momentum, Adam, and RMSProp).

For a discussion of the dependence of the noise scale on the learning rate, see Appendix C on the ‘temperature’

of training.

Implications and Simplifications

Equation 2.7 implies that when the batch size is much smaller than the noise scale, B ≪ Bnoise, the second

term in the denominator dominates the first, so increasing the batch size B linearly increases the progress in

loss. This is the small batch regime, where increases in batch size linearly speed up training. By contrast,

when B ≫ Bnoise, then the first term dominates, so that increasing B has almost no effect on the progress in

loss. This is the large batch regime where increases in batch size do not speed up training and simply waste

computation; the switch between the two occurs at B ≈ Bnoise (see Figure 3).

The noise scale in Equation 2.8 requires some overhead to compute due to the presence of the Hessian H . We

can estimate it by measuring ∆Lopt (B) using a series of line searches in the direction of a gradient measured
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with various batch sizes B and fitting the result to Equation 2.7. This allows us to estimate Bnoise as well as

to empirically test whether Equation 2.7 actually fits the data (we discuss these local tests more in Section 3).

The situation gets even simpler if we make the (unrealistic) assumption that the optimization is perfectly

well-conditioned – that the Hessian is a multiple of the identity matrix. If that is the case, then Equation 2.8

reduces to:

Bsimple =
tr(Σ)

|G|2 , (2.9)

which says that the noise scale is equal to the sum of the variances of the individual gradient components,

divided by the global norm of the gradient7 – essentially a measure of how large the gradient is compared to

its variance. It is also a measure of the scale at which the estimated and true gradient become close in L2

space (having non-trivial dot product) – the expected normalized L2 distance is given by:

E

[

|Gest −G|2
]

|G|2 =
1

B

tr(Σ)

|G|2 =
Bsimple

B
, (2.10)

In practice, we find that Bsimple and Bnoise typically differ only by a small constant multiplicative factor,

particularly when we employ common training schemes that improve conditioning. In our empirical work we

will sometimes compute Bnoise, but will primarily compute Bsimple instead, as it requires less computational

expense. In Appendix A.1, we provide an extremely simple method to measure this simplified noise scale

with negligible overhead in the context of data-parallel training.

2.3 Predictions for Data/Time Efficiency Tradeoffs

Thus far our analysis has only involved a single point in the loss landscape. But in Section 3 we will show

that Equation 2.7 nevertheless predicts the dependence of training speed on batch size remarkably well, even

for full training runs that range over many points in the loss landscape. By averaging Equation 2.7 over

multiple optimization steps (see Appendix D), we find a simple relationship between training speed and data

efficiency:

S

Smin
− 1 =

(

E

Emin
− 1

)−1

. (2.11)

Here, S and Smin represent the actual and minimum possible number of steps taken to reach a specified level

of performance, respectively, and E and Emin represent the actual and minimum possible number of training

examples processed to reach that same level of performance. Since we are training at fixed batch size8, we

have Etot = BStot. We define the critical batch size by an empirical fit to the above equation, as

Bcrit =
Emin

Smin
. (2.12)

Our model predicts Bcrit ≈ Bnoise, where Bnoise is appropriately averaged over training (see Appendix D).

Note that the noise scale can vary significantly over the course of a training run, so the critical batch size also

depends on the level of performance to which we train the model.

The resulting tradeoff curve in serial time vs total compute has a hyperbolic shape represented in Figure 1.

The goal of optimization is to reach a given level of performance with minimal S and E – but as depicted

in Figure 1, there are tradeoffs involved, as very small S may require very large E, and vice versa. When

we choose B = Bcrit, the two sides of Equation 2.11 are both 1, so that training takes twice as many passes

through the training data as an optimally data-efficient (small-batch) run would take, and twice as many

optimization steps as an optimally time-efficient (large-batch) run would take.

7One might also use preconditioned gradients, obtained for example by dividing gradient components by the square
root of the Adam optimizer’s [KB14] accumulated variances. We experimented with this but found mixed results.

8We discuss the benefits of dynamically varying the batch size in Appendix D
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2.4 Assumptions and Caveats

The mathematical argument in the previous sections depends on several assumptions and caveats, and it is

useful to list these all in one place, in order to help clarify where and why we might expect the quantities in

equations 2.8 and 2.9 to be relevant to training:

1. Short-horizon bias: The picture in Section 2.2 is a strictly local picture – it tells us how to best

improve the loss on the next gradient step. Greedily choosing the best local improvement is gen-

erally not the best way to globally optimize the loss (see e.g. [WRLG18]). For example, greedy

optimization might perform poorly in the presence of bad local minima or when the landscape is ill-

conditioned. The critical batch size would then be reduced by the extent to which noise is beneficial.

2. Poor conditioning: In poorly conditioned optimization problems, parameter values often oscillate

along the large-curvature directions rather than decreasing in a predictable way (see e.g. [Goh17] and

Appendix E.1). This means that Equation 2.7 will not perfectly reflect the amount of optimization

progress made per step. Nevertheless, we will see that it still accurately predicts the relative speed

of training at different batch sizes via the resulting tradeoff Equation 2.11.

3. Simplified noise scale: As noted in Section 2.2, whenever we use the simplified noise scale (Equa-

tion 2.9) rather than the exact noise scale (Equation 2.8), this number may be inaccurate to the

extent that the Hessian is not well-conditioned. Different components of the gradient can have very

different noise scales.

4. Learning rate tuning: The arguments in Section 2.2 assume that we take the optimal step size and

maximize the expected improvement in loss, Equation 2.6. In practice learning rates are unlikely

to be perfectly tuned, so that the actual improvement in loss (and thus the scaling of training with

batch size) may not perfectly reflect Equation 2.7. However, by trying to choose the best learning

rate schedules (or by simply doing a grid search) we can reduce this source of error. In addition, the

noise scale depends strongly on the learning rate via a ‘temperature’ of training, though this source

of error is small as long as the learning rate is reasonably close to optimal. We provide a more

detailed discussion of this dependence in Appendix C.

5. Quadratic approximation: The Taylor expansion in Equation 2.4 is only to second order, so if

third order terms are important, in either the distribution of gradient samples or the optimization

landscape, then this may introduce deviations from our conceptual model, and in particular devi-

ations from Equation 2.7. Intuitively, since parameter updates are local and often quite small we

suspect that the previous two sources of error will be more important than this third one.

6. Generalization: The picture in Section 2.2 says nothing about generalization – it is strictly about

optimizing the training loss as a mathematical function. Some papers have reported a “generaliza-

tion gap” in which large batch sizes lead to good training loss but cause a degradation in test loss,

apparently unrelated to overfitting [KMN+16, HHS17]. The arguments in Section 2.2 don’t exclude

this possibility, but recent work [SLA+18] has found no evidence of a generalization gap when

hyperparameters are properly tuned.

Despite these potential issues in our conceptual model, we’ll show in Section 3 that the noise scale is overall

a good empirical predictor of the critical batch size. Furthermore, we will see that most training runs fit

Equation 2.11 remarkably well.

2.5 Expected Patterns in the Noise Scale

In the next section we will measure the noise scale for a number of datasets and confirm its properties.

However, it is worth laying out a few patterns we would expect it to exhibit on general grounds:

• Larger for difficult tasks: We expect B to be larger for more complex/difficult9 tasks, because

individual data points will be less correlated, or only correlated in a more abstract way. This may

9To be clear, we do not expect this to be the primary difference between more and less difficult tasks. Other difficulty
metrics such as the intrinsic dimensionality [LFLY18] appear to be unrelated to the amount of gradient noise, though it
would be interesting if there were some connection.
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apply both over the course of training on a given dataset (where we may pick the ‘low-hanging fruit’

first, leaving a long tail of more complicated things to learn) or in moving from easier to harder

datasets and environments. In reinforcement learning, we expect environments with sparse rewards

or long time horizons to have larger noise scale. We also expect generative models to have smaller

B as compared to classifiers training on the same dataset, as generative models may obtain more

information from each example.

• Growth over training: B will grow when the gradient decreases in magnitude, as long as the noise

tr(Σ) stays roughly constant. Since |G| decreases as we approach the minimum of a smooth loss,

we would expect B to increase during neural network training.

• Weak dependence on model size: The number of model parameters in the neural network cancels

in the noise scale, so we do not expect B to exhibit a strong dependence on model size (at fixed

loss). As discussed above, models that achieve better loss will tend to have a higher noise scale,

and larger models often achieve better loss, so in practice we do expect larger models to have higher

noise scale, but only through the mechanism of achieving better loss.

• Learning rate tuning: The noise scale will be artificially inflated if the learning rate is too small,

due to the ‘temperature’ dependence described in Appendix C. To get a useful measurement of the

noise scale, the learning rate needs to be appropriate to the current point in parameter space.

The first and last points can be exhibited analytically in toy models (see Appendix C), but we do not expect

theoretical analyses to provide a great deal of insight beyond the intuitions above. Instead, we will focus on

confirming these expectations empirically.

2.6 Summary

To summarize, our model makes the following predictions about large-batch training:

• The tradeoff between the speed and efficiency of neural network training is controlled by the batch

size and follows the form of Equation 2.11.

• The critical batch size Bcrit characterizing cost/time tradeoffs can be predicted at the order of mag-

nitude level by measuring the gradient noise scale, most easily in the simplified form Bsimple from

Equation 2.9.

• The noise scale can vary significantly over the course of a training run, which suggests that the

critical batch size also depends on the chosen level of model performance.

• The noise scale depends on the learning rate via the ‘temperature’ of training, but is consistent

between well-tuned training runs (see Appendix C).

3 Experiments

We now test the predictions of Section 2 on a range of tasks, including image classification, language mod-

eling, reinforcement learning, and generative modeling. The tasks range from very simple (MNIST) to very

complex (5v5 Dota), which allows us to test our model’s predictions in drastically varying circumstances.

Our central experimental test is to compare the prediction made by the gradient noise scale Bsimple for each

task, to the actual limits of batch size Bcrit found by carefully tuned full training runs at an exhaustive range

of batch sizes. The overall results of this comparison are summarized in Figure 4. We find that the gradient

noise scale predicts the critical batch size at the order of magnitude level, even as the latter varies from 20

(for an SVHN autoencoder) to over 10 million (consistent with prior results reported in [BCD+18]). Details

about the hyperparameters, network architectures, and batch size searches are described in Appendix A.4.

Below we describe the individual tasks, the detailed measurements we perform on each task, and the results

of these measurements.

9



Figure 4: The “simple noise scale” roughly predicts the maximum useful batch size for many ML tasks.
We define this “critical batch size” to be the point at which compute efficiency drops below 50% optimal, at
which point training speed is also typically 50% of optimal. Batch sizes reported in number of images, tokens
(for language models), or observations (for games). We show the critical batch size for a full training run,
and the noise scale appropriately averaged over a training run (see Appendix D). Due to resource constraints,
for Dota 5v5 we show the batch size used by the OpenAI Dota team as a lower bound for the critical batch
size.

Figure 5: Left: The optimal learning rate is displayed for a range of batch sizes, for an SVHN classifier
trained with SGD. The optimal learning rate initially scales linearly as we increase the batch size, leveling off
in the way predicted by Equation 2.7. Right: For a range of batch sizes, we display the average loss progress
∆L (B) that can be made from a batch of size B via a line search, normalized by the measured ∆L (Bmax).
Early in training, smaller batches are sufficient to make optimal progress, while larger batches are required
later in training.

3.1 Quantities Measured

In order to test our model we train each task on a range of batch sizes, selecting the optimal constant learning

rate separately for each batch size using a simple grid search. Across a range of tasks, we produce the

following results and compare with our model:

• Optimal learning rates: When optimizing with plain SGD or momentum, we find that the optimal

learning rate follows the functional form of Equation 2.6, as shown in Figure 5. For Adam and

RMSProp the optimal learning rate initially obeys a power law ǫ (B) ∝ Bα with α between 0.5 and

1.0 depending on the task, then becomes roughly constant. The scale at which the optimal learning

10



Figure 6: Training runs for a simple CNN classifier on the SVHN dataset at constant batch sizes. Small batch
training is more compute-efficient (right), while large-batch training requires fewer optimizer steps (left). The
turning point between time-efficient and compute-efficient training occurs roughly at B = 64 for the initial
phase of training and increases later in training.

rate stops increasing is generally somewhat smaller than the typical noise scale. (See Appendix E.2

for a potential explanation for this power law behavior.)

• Pareto frontiers: For each batch size, we observe the number of optimization steps and total number

of data samples needed to achieve various levels of performance. This allows us to visualize the

tradeoff between time-efficiency and compute-efficiency as a Pareto frontier (see Figures 6 and 7).

We find that Equation 2.11 fits the shape of these tradeoff curves remarkably well in most cases.

• Critical batch size (Bcrit): We determine the critical batch size over the course of a training run

by fitting the Pareto fronts to the functional form of Equation 2.11 (see Figure 7). This quantifies

the point at which scaling efficiency begins to drop. In particular, training runs at batch sizes much

less than Bcrit behave similarly per training example, while training runs at batch sizes much larger

than Bcrit behave similarly per optimization step (see Figure 6). The critical batch size typically

increases by an order of magnitude or more over the course of training.

• Simple noise scale (Bsimple): We measure the simple noise scale of Equation 2.9 over the course of

a single training run using the minimal-overhead procedure described in Appendix A.1. Note that

some care must be taken to obtain a proper estimate of Bsimple due to its dependence on the learning

rate via the ‘temperature’ of training. We find that the noise scale agrees between different well-

tuned training runs when compared at equal values of the loss, so it can be accurately measured at

small batch size (see Appendix C). We also find that, aside from some fluctuations early in training,

Bsimple typically predicts the critical batch size at the order of magnitude level (see Figure 7). The

noise scale also typically increases over the course of training, tracking the critical batch size. To

obtain a single value for the noise scale representing a full training run, we average over a training

run as described in Appendix D.

• Full noise scale (Bnoise): For SVHN trained with SGD, we also measure the full noise scale Bnoise

by performing line searches for gradients obtained by batches of varying size, then fit to the func-

tional form 2.11 (see Figures 5 and 7). This is a somewhat better estimate of Bcrit but is less

computationally convenient, so we choose to focus on Bsimple for the remaining tasks.

3.2 Results

We summarize our findings in Figure 4: across many tasks, the typical simple noise scale approximately

predicts the batch size at which the returns from increasing scale begin to diminish significantly. Results for

all of the tasks can be found in Appendix B. We provide a detailed discussion of our methods in Appendix A.
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Figure 7: The tradeoff between time-efficiency and compute-efficiency can be visualized as a Pareto frontier.
Each point on the diagram above (left) represents the number of optimizer steps and processed examples
needed to achieve a particular level of classification accuracy. Fits to Equation 2.11 are also shown.

Supervised Learning

Basic image classification results are pictured in Figure 14.

• SVHN We train a simple CNN image classifier on the extended SVHN dataset [NWC+11]. We

display all three of Bcrit, Bsimple, and Bnoise for SVHN optimized with SGD in Figure 7. We find

that Bnoise better-predicts Bcrit as compared to the more naive Bsimple. We compare to training

using the Adam optimizer [KB14] in Figure 14, where Bsimple provides a very accurate prediction

for Bcrit.

• MNIST We train a simple CNN on the MNIST dataset [LC10] using SGD, and find that Bsimple

roughly estimates Bcrit, though the latter is significantly smaller.

• CIFAR10 We train a size 32 ResNet [HZRS15] with Momentum on CIFAR10 [Kri09] and find that

Bsimple predicts Bcrit.

• ImageNet We train a size 50 ResNet [HZRS15] with Momentum on ImageNet [DDS+09], and use a

learning rate schedule that decays the learning rate three times during training. Due to the schedule,

both Bsimple, and Bcrit change significantly during training (see Appendix C for a discussion) and

must be measured separately at each learning rate. Results are pictured in Figure 10. We find that

the noise scale varies from 2,000 to 100,000 in the main phase of training, which matches empirical

work (e.g. [JSH+18]) showing that constant batch sizes up to 64 thousand can be used without a

loss of efficiency. During the later fine-tuning phase of training, the noise scale increases further to

hundreds of thousands and even millions, suggesting that even larger batch sizes may be useful at

the very end of training. Our critical batch sizes are slightly lower (15k vs 64k) than those reported

in the literature, but we did not use the latest techniques such as layer-wise adaptive learning rates

[YGG17].

Overall we find that more complex image datasets have larger noise scales in a way that is not directly

determined by dataset size.

Generative Modeling

The results for these tasks are pictured in Figure 9.

• VAE and Autoencoder We train a VAE [KW13] and a simple Autoencoder on the SVHN dataset

[NWC+11]; we were motivated to compare these models because VAEs introduce additional

stochasticity. As expected, the VAE had larger Bcrit and Bsimple as compared to the Autoencoder,

and both models had much lower Bsimple as compared to SVHN image classifiers. However, unlike

most of the other tasks, for these generative models Bsimple was significantly smaller than Bcrit.

• Language Modeling We train a single-layer LSTM for autoregressive prediction on the Billion

Word dataset [CMS+13], and find good agreement between Bcrit and Bsimple. We also illustrate the
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dependence on LSTM size in Figure 8, finding that the noise scale is roughly independent of LSTM

size at fixed values of the loss, but that larger LSTMs eventually achieve lower values of the loss and

a larger noise scale.

Reinforcement Learning

• Atari We train RL agents with the policy gradient algorithm A2C [MBM+16] on seven Atari games

[BNVB12] (Alien, Beamrider, Breakout, Pong, Qbert, Seaquest, Space Invaders), with results pic-

tured in Figures 11 and 12. The tradeoff curves generally agree well with the prediction of Equation

2.11, though they are somewhat noisy e.g. for Pong since we do not average over multiple seeds.

For some Atari games, we find some consistent deviation from 12 at very small batch sizes (see e.g.

Beam Rider in Figure 11). It would be interesting to study this phenomenon further, though this

could simply indicate greater sensitivity to other hyperparameters (e.g. momentum) at small batch

size. Overall, we see that patterns in the noise scale match intuition, such as Pong being much easier

to learn than other Atari games.

• Dota The OpenAI Dota team has made it possible to train PPO [SWD+17] agents on both Dota 1v1

and 5v5 environments (the latter being preliminary ongoing work). We vary the two hyperparameters

batch size and learning rate on the existing code, experiment setup, and training infrastructure as

described in [BCD+18]. The Dota 1v1 environment features two agents fighting in a restricted part

of the map (although they are free to walk anywhere) with a fixed set of abilities and skills, whereas

Dota 5v5 involves the whole map, 5 heroes on each side, and vastly more configurations in which

heroes might engage each other. This is reflected in the higher noise scale for Dota 5v5 (at least

10 million) relative to Dota 1v1 – we suspect the higher diversity of situations gives rise to more

variance in the gradients. Due to resource constraints we were not able to measure the Pareto fronts

for Dota 5v5, and so we can only report the batch size used by the Dota team and the measured noise

scale.

Results for the tasks described above were generally within a reasonable margin of state-of-the-art results,

though we did not explicitly try to match SOTA or use special algorithmic or architectural tricks. Our goal

was simply to confirm that we were in a reasonably well-performing regime that is typical of ML practice.

For the supervised learning and generative modeling tasks listed above, we have the option of using either

training set or test set performance to compare different batch sizes. For the main results in this paper, we

choose train set performance because it is what is directly predicted by our model, and because it is easier to

measure in the presence of overfitting. The choice makes negligible difference in most of our experiments,

either because they involve RL or because the datasets are large enough that we don’t overfit. On the small

datasets MNIST, CIFAR10, and SVHN, overfitting makes measurement of test error more difficult, but we do

measure the test error behavior in Appendix E.3, and both the Pareto fronts and critical batch size generally

do not change much.

The fact that the noise scale is consistent between well-tuned training runs suggests that the corresponding

optimization trajectories are similar in some sense. In Appendix C we investigate this idea further and relate

the noise scale to a characteristic ‘temperature’ of the training process.

Model Size Dependence

The definitions of the noise scales do not have any manifest dependence on the number of parameters in a

model. We have conjectured that they will be roughly independent of model size at fixed values of the loss.

LSTM language models provide a natural test case, since LSTM sizes can be scaled up without qualitatively

altering model architecture. As shown in Figure 8, the simple noise scale appears to be roughly independent

of model size at a fixed value of the loss. However, due to their higher performance and lower achieved loss,

larger models eventually reach larger noise scales than smaller models. We do not have specific hypotheses

for how the noise scale should vary with model architecture, but interesting results along these lines were

recently obtained [SLA+18].
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Figure 8: We show the relationship between training perplexity and the simple noise scale (left) for a range
of LSTM sizes on the Billion Word dataset. These results show that at fixed values of the loss, the noise scale
does not depend significantly on model size. On the right we show the simple noise scale during training,
plotted in terms of the number of tokens processed. After processing a given number of examples, larger
models will tend to have a larger noise scale, but only as a consequence of having achieved smaller loss.

4 Related Work

A great deal of prior work has studied large-batch training, investigated versions of the noise scale, explored

adaptive batch size and learning rate schedules, and demonstrated that large batch training can be effective

on specific datasets. We attempt to summarize this work below.

Recent papers have probed the limits of large batch training empirically, especially for ImageNet [GDG+17,

YZH+17, JSH+18], in some cases using layer-wise adaptive learning-rates [YGG17]. More recent work

has demonstrated that large batch training can also be applied to RL [AAG+18, BCD+18, SA18, HQB+18].

The use of second order optimization methods [BGM17] might increase the utility of data parallelism even

further. A thorough review of large batch training and potential issues with generalization was provided in a

very nice recent empirical study [SLA+18] done in parallel with this work. [GVY+18] also systematically

studied large-batch training, though it did not tune the learning rate separately for each batch size.

Other recent work has explored the impact of gradient noise on optimization speed and batch size selec-

tion. [SZL13] connected gradient noise and the locally optimal step size to identify an adaptive learning

rate. [MHB17] derived a sampling distribution for SGD, motivating our definition of ‘temperature’. [SL17]

connected this temperature to the critical batch size, though they predict a dependence on dataset size which

we do not observe. [SZT17] identified a signal-dominated and noise-dominated phase of training. [SKYL17]

showed that decaying the learning rate and increasing the batch size have the same effect, motivated by the

SGD training temperature. ([DNG17] also suggested increasing learning rate and batch size together, but with

different motivation.) [IES+18] empirically investigated the role of gradient noise in reinforcement learning.

The gradient noise scale in particular has also been studied in earlier work to aid in batch size selection.

The noise scale itself is used implicitly in basic statistical techniques for sample size selection (see e.g.

[Wik, NIS]). [BCNW12] implicitly uses the gradient noise scale for a theoretical analysis of batch size

selection. [BCN16, DYJG16, BRH16] propose adaptive sampling methods based on the gradient noise scale

in the context of neural network optimization. [YPL+17] analyzed the gradient noise scale for a particular

class of functions and related it to the critical batch size, though it predicts a sharp change in learning speed

with batch size rather than the smooth change we observe. [CWZ+18] theoretically analyzed the dependence

of the gradient noise scale on network width for shallow or linear networks, though they find inconsistent

empirical results on neural networks. [MBB17] found a formula for the optimization speedup in terms of

batch size resembling ours, though their critical batch size depends on smoothness parameters of the loss

rather than directly gradient noise.

There has been a variety of work studying the Neural Network loss landscape and using it to draw conclusions

about optimal training. Local properties of the loss landscape are not necessarily a good guide to overall

optimal training [WRLG18]. The loss tends to be fairly smooth when interpolating between the start and end
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of training [GVS14]. But noise may be useful early in training [NVL+15, YPL+17], perhaps because it leads

to minima that generalize better [KMN+16].

A big-picture motivation for our work was to better understand the scaling of learning with computational

and data resources; this question was addressed from the perspective of scaling the model size in [HNA+17].

Our key contributions include connecting the gradient noise scale to the speed of optimization with a simple

model, as well as systematically measuring the critical batch size and noise scale for a variety of tasks. We

also clarify the role of the training temperature in SGD and propose an optimal batch size schedule.

5 Discussion

We have shown that the simplified gradient noise scale Bsimple approximately predicts the actual point of

diminishing return on batch size Bcrit on diverse problems where these quantities vary by six orders of

magnitude. Furthermore, the tradeoff curve between total compute and optimization steps associated with

changing the batch size has roughly the hyperbolic form predicted by our theory. Finally, our theory also

roughly predicts how the optimal learning rate scales with batch size, although its predictions are not as

precise.

What does the validity of this theory mean, and in what way is it useful? At the level of a given task, it allows

us to use the noise scale from a single run (even an only partially complete run with much smaller batch size,

though see caveats about learning rate tuning in the appendix) to estimate the largest useful batch size, and

thus reduces the extensive hyperparameter searches that are necessary to find this batch size by trial and error.

It also tells us to expect that larger batch sizes will show diminishing returns in a predictable way that has the

same form regardless of the task.

Across tasks, it tells us that the largest useful batch size for a task is likely to be correlated to informal notions

of the “complexity” of the task, because the noise scale essentially measures how diverse the data is (as seen

by the model), which is one aspect of task complexity.

We have argued that a specific formula characterizes the time/compute tradeoff between optimization steps

and total data processed in neural network training:
(

Optimization Steps

Min Steps
− 1

)(

Data Examples

Min Examples
− 1

)

= 1 (5.1)

From this relation we can identify a critical value of the batch size when training to a given value of the loss

Bcrit(Loss) =
Min Examples

Min Steps

Training at this critical batch size provides a natural compromise between time and compute, as we take only

twice the minimum number of optimization steps and use only twice the minimum amount of data. The

critical batch size represents a turning point, so that for B > Bcrit there are diminishing returns from greater

data parallelism.

Our main goal was to provide a simple way to predict Bcrit. We have shown that it can be estimated as

Bcrit ≈ Bsimple (5.2)

where the easily-measured Bsimple is the ratio of the gradient variance to its squared mean. Theoretical

arguments suggest that a more refined quantity, the Hessian-weighted Bnoise of Equation 2.8, may provide an

even better10 estimate of Bcrit.

The tradeoff curve of Equation 5.1 provides a remarkably good fit across datasets, models, and optimizers,

and the approximate equality of Bcrit and Bsimple holds even as both quantities vary greatly between tasks and

training regimes. We have established that as anticipated, both Bcrit and Bsimple tend to increase significantly

during training, that they are larger for more complex tasks, and that they are roughly independent of model

10We have also investigated using gradients preconditioned by the Adam optimizer; the results were mixed.
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size (for LSTMs) at fixed values of the loss. We also saw that image classification has a significantly larger

per-image noise scale as compared to generative models training on the same dataset, a fact that could have

interesting implications for model-based RL. In the case of RL, while the noise scale for Dota was roughly a

thousand times larger than that of Atari, the total number of optimization steps needed to train a Dota agent

is not so much larger [BCD+18]. Perhaps this suggests that much of the additional compute needed to train

more powerful models will be parallelizable.

While Bsimple roughly matches Bcrit for all datasets, the ratio Bsimple/Bcrit can vary by about an order of

magnitude between tasks. This may not be so surprising, since Bsimple does not take into account Hessian

conditioning or global aspects of the loss landscape. But it would be very interesting to obtain a better

understanding of this ratio. It was smaller than one for the Autoencoder, VAE, and for Dota 1v1, roughly

equal to one for LSTMs, and greater than one for both image classification tasks and Atari, and we lack an

explanation for these variations. It would certainly be interesting to study this ratio in other classes of models,

and to further explore the behavior of generative models.

Due to its crucial role in data-parallelism, we have focused on the batch size B, presuming that the learning

rate or effective ‘temperature’ will be optimized after B has been chosen. And our theoretical treatment

focused on a specific point in the loss landscape, ignoring issues such as the relationship between early

and late training and the necessity of a ‘warm-up’ period. It would be interesting to address these issues,

particularly insofar as they may provide motivation for adaptive batch sizes.
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A Methods

A.1 Unbiased Estimate of the Simple Noise Scale with No Overhead

In this section, we describe a method for measuring the noise scale that comes essentially for free in a data-

parallel training environment.

We estimate the noise scale by comparing the norm of the gradient for different batch sizes. From Equation

2.2, the expected gradient norm for a batch of size B is given by:

E
[

|Gest|2
]

= |G|2 + 1

B
tr(Σ). (A.1)

Given estimates of |Gest|2 for both B = Bsmall and B = Bbig, we can obtain unbiased estimates |G|2 and S
for |G|2 and tr(Σ), respectively:

|G|2 ≡ 1

Bbig −Bsmall

(

Bbig|GBbig
|2 −Bsmall|GBsmall

|2
)

S ≡ 1

1/Bsmall − 1/Bbig

(

|GBsmall
|2 − |GBbig

|2
)

. (A.2)

We can verify with Equation A.1 that E
[

|G|2
]

= |G|2 and E [S] = tr(Σ).11

Note that the ratio S/|G|2 is not an unbiased estimator for Bnoise
12. It is possible to correct for this bias,

but to minimize complexity we instead ensure that |G|2 has relatively low variance by averaging over many

batches. This is especially important due to the precise cancellation involved in the definition of |G|2.

When training a model using a data parallel method, we can compute |GBsmall
|2 and |GBbig

|2 with minimal

effort by computing the norm of gradient before and after averaging between devices. In that case Bsmall is

the “local” batch size before averaging, and Bbig is the “global” batch size after averaging.

In practice, to account for the noisiness of |G|2 when computed this way, we calculate |G|2 and S on every

training step and use their values to compute separate exponentially-weighted moving averages. We tune the

exponential decay parameters so that the estimates are stable. Then, the ratio of the moving averages provides

a good estimate of the noise scale.

In our experiments we measure and report the noise scale during training for a single run with a well-

optimized learning rate. Note that while the noise scale measurement is consistent between runs at different

batch sizes, it is not consistent at different learning rates (see Appendix C). So, it is important to use a run

with a well-tuned learning rate in order to get a meaningful noise scale measurement.

A.2 Systematic Searches Over Batch Sizes

When doing systematic measurements of how performance scales with batch size (Pareto fronts), we sepa-

rately tune the learning rate at each batch size, in order to approximate the ideal batch scaling curve as closely

as possible. We tune the learning rate via the following procedure. For each task, we performed a coarse grid

search over both batch size and learning rate to determine reasonable bounds for a fine-grained search. The

central value typically followed the form

ǫcentral (B) =
ǫ∗

(1 +B∗/B)
α , (A.3)

where α = 1 for SGD or momentum, and 0.5 < α < 1 for Adam [KB14] or RMSProp. Then, we performed

an independent grid search for each batch size centered at ǫcentral, expanding the bounds of the search if the

best value was on the edge of the range.

11Note that when Bsmall = 1 and Bbig = n, this becomes the familiar Bessel correction n
n−1

to the sample variance.
12In fact E [x/y] ≥ E [x] /E [y] in general for positive variables, see e.g. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

Ratio_estimator for details.
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We explain the motivation for Equation A.3 in Appendix E.2. But regardless of the theoretical motivations,

we have found that this scaling rule provides a reasonable starting point for grid searches, though we are not

suggesting that they produce precisely optimized learning rates.

A.3 Pareto Front Measurements

To produce the Pareto front plots, and thus to measure the important parameter Bcrit for a given

dataset and optimizer, we begin by performing a grid search over batch sizes and learning rates, as de-

scribed in Appendix A.2. With that data in hand, we fix a list of goal values – either loss, perplex-

ity, or game-score. For example for SVHN in Figure 7 we chose the training classification error values

[0.2, 0.1, 0.07, 0.05, 0.035, 0.025, 0.015, 0.004] as the goals. These were generally chosen to provide a vari-

ety of evenly spaced Pareto fronts indicative of optimization progress.

Then for each value of the goal, and for each value of the batch size, we identified the number of optimization

steps and examples processed for the run (among those in the grid search) that achieved that goal most quickly.

These optimal runs are the data points on the Pareto front plots. Note that at fixed batch size, different values

of the learning rate might be optimal for different values of the goal (this was certainly the case for LSTMs

on Billion Word, for example). Next, for each value of the goal, we used the optimal runs at each value of

the batch size to fit Equation 2.11 to the relation between examples processed and optimization steps. Note

that we performed the fits and extracted the errors in log-space. This was how we produced the lines on the

Pareto front plots.

Finally, given this fit, we directly measured Bcrit =
Emin

Smin
for each value of the goal, as well as the standard

error in this quantity. This was how we produced the ‘Noise Scale Comparison’ plots, where we compared

Bcrit to Bsimple. Errors in Bcrit are standard errors from the fit to Equation 2.11. When we report an overall

number for Bcrit for a given dataset and optimizer, we are averaging over optimization steps throughout

training.

Note that it can be difficult to determine at what point in a training run the model’s performance reaches the

specified target. For example, the loss may oscillate significantly, entering and exiting the target region multi-

ple times. To remedy this issue, we smooth the loss using an exponentially-weighted moving average before

checking whether it has reached the target. The decay parameter of this moving average can affect results

noticeably. Though we choose this parameter by hand based on the noisiness of the model’s performance,

this could be automated using an adaptive smoothing algorithm.

A.4 Details of Learning Tasks

We train a variety of architectures on a variety of ML tasks described below. We use either basic stochastic

gradient descent (SGD), SGD with momentum [SMDH13], or the Adam optimizer [KB14] unless otherwise

specified. We measure and report the noise scale Bsimple during training for a single run of each task with a

well-optimized learning rate.

A.4.1 Classification

For image classification, we use the following datasets:

• MNIST handwritten digits [LC10]

• Street View House Numbers (SVHN) [NWC+11]

• CIFAR10 [Kri09]

• ImageNet [DDS+09]

For CIFAR10 and ImageNet classification, we use Residual Networks [HZRS15] of size 32 and 50 respec-

tively, based on the TensorFlow Models implementation [Goo]. All hyperparameters are unchanged aside

from the learning rate schedule; Instead of decaying the learning rate by a factor of 10 at specified epochs, we

decay by a factor of 10 when the training classification error (appropriately smoothed) reaches 0.487, 0.312,

and 0.229. For MNIST and SVHN, we use a simple deep network with two sets of convolutional and pooling
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layers (32 and 64 filters, respectively, with 5x5 filters), one fully-connected hidden layer with 1024 units, and

a final dropout layer with dropout rate of 0.4.

We train MNIST models using SGD, SVHN with both SGD and Adam [KB14] (with the default parameter

settings momentum = 0.9, β2 = 0.999), and CIFAR10 and ImageNet with momentum [SMDH13] (with

momentum = 0.9).

A.4.2 Reinforcement Learning

For reinforcement learning, we use the following tasks via OpenAI Gym [BCP+16]:

• Atari Arcade Learning Environment [BNVB12]

• Dota 1v1 and 5v5 [BCD+18]

For Atari, we use A2C [MBM+16] with a pure convolutional policy, adapted from OpenAI Baselines

[DHK+17]. We train using RMSProp with α = 0.99 and ǫ = 10−5. We roll out the environments 5 steps at

a time, and vary the batch size by varying the number of environments running parallel. At the beginning of

training, we randomly step each parallel environment by a random number of steps up to 500, as suggested

in [SA18].

As described in [BCD+18] for Dota an asynchronous version of PPO [SWD+17] was used. The TrueSkill

metric [HMG07] was used to measure the skill of an agent. Given the fact that the OpenAI Five effort is

ongoing, the values for TrueSkill reported in this paper are incomparable with those in [BCD+18]; on this

paper’s scale, TrueSkill 50 is roughly the level of the best semi-pro players.

A.4.3 Generative and Language Modeling

For language modeling, we train a size-2048 LSTM [HS97] on the One Billion Word Benchmark corpus

[CMS+13], using byte pair encoding (BPE) [SHB15] with a vocabulary of size 40,000 and a 512-dimensional

embedding space. The LSTMs were trained with Adam using momentum 0.5, without dropout, with the

gradients clipped to norm 10, and with 20-token sequences. For both training and evaluation LSTM cell

states were reset to zero between samples, and so we have reported perplexity for the last token of the

20-token sequences. We chose to report the batch size in tokens (rather than sequences) because we have

found that when the number of sequences and the sequence lengths are varied, both Bsimple and Bcrit depend

predominantly on the total number of tokens.

We also trained 1024 and 512 size LSTMs for model size comparison; for the last we used a smaller 256-

dimensional embedding space. The model size comparison training runs were conducted with a batch size of

1024 and Adam learning rate of 0.0007. The learning rates were chosen from a grid search, which showed

that the optimal learning rate did not have a significant dependence on model size.

For generative image modeling, we train a Variational Autoencoder [KW13] using the InfoGAN architecture

[CDH+16] (see their appendix C.2) on the SVHN dataset. Since VAEs introduce additional stochasticity

beyond gradient noise, we also provide training data on a simple autoencoder with the same architecture.

B Results for All Tasks

In Figures 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14, we display the results of a series of training runs for for classifica-

tion, reinforcement learning, and generative modeling tasks. On the left, we show tradeoff curves between

compute-efficiency and time-efficiency. Each point on each tradeoff curve represents the number of optimizer

steps and processed training examples necessary to reach a given level of performance for a particular train-

ing run. Fits to the prediction of Equation 2.11 are shown. On the right, we compare the critical batch size,

defined as the point where training is within 50% of maximum efficiency in terms of both compute power

and speed, and compare to the simple noise scale Bsimple of Equation 2.9 and the true noise scale Bnoise of

2.8, when available. The results are summarized in Figure 4 and table 1.
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Figure 9: Scaling behavior of generative and language modeling tasks.

Figure 10: For ImageNet, the typical training schedule decays the learning rate by a factor of 10 at 30, 60,
and 80 epochs [HZRS15, GDG+17]. To provide a fair comparison between batch sizes, we instead decay by
a factor of 10 when the training classification error reaches 0.487, 0.312, and 0.229. We display Pareto fronts
and compute the critical batch size separately for each span.
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Figure 11: Scaling behavior of Atari tasks (Beam Rider, Breakout, Pong, and Space Invaders) trained with
A2C.
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Figure 12: Scaling behavior of more Atari tasks (Alien, Qbert, and Seaquest) trained with A2C.

Figure 13: Scaling behavior for Dota 1v1 [Ope17] trained to top-level pro performance.
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Figure 14: Scaling behavior of image classification tasks.
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Critical Batch Size Simple Noise Scale

Start Average Start Average

Image Classification:

MNIST 20 200 50 900

SVHN 50 500 300 4,000

CIFAR10 300 900 400 2,000

ImageNet 1,000 15,000 4,000 30,000

Generative and Language Modeling:

Autoencoder (SVHN) 10 40 2 2

Variational Autoencoder (SVHN) 10 200 10 10

Billion Word (per token) 700 100,000 1000 150,000

Reinforcement Learning:

Atari (per frame) 100 - 1,000 400 - 8,000 100-1,000 1,000-20,000

Dota 1v1 (per frame) 50,000 3,000,000 100,000 300,000

Dota 5v5 (per frame) (not measured) >8,000,000 (est.) 100,000 24,000,000

Table 1: We report the simple noise scale, both early in training and averaged over a training run, as well as
the critical batch size, both early in the run and at the end of the run. The noise scale provides a good estimate
for the critical batch size throughout training. Batch sizes reported in number of images, tokens (for language
models), or observations (for games). These data are summarized in Figure 4.
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Figure 15: The noise scale is proportional to the inverse temperature. On the left we display results for SVHN
optimized via SGD, while on the right we have an LSTM on the Billion Word dataset optimized via Adam.
For each of the three curves, we modified either the learning rate ǫ, the batch size B, or both, so that the
temperature ǫ

B
was decreased by a factor of 16 between epochs 1 and 1.5 (SVHN) or 0.02 and 0.03 (BW). In

all cases we see that the simple noise scale increased by a factor of 16, then returned to roughly its original
value once ǫ, B were reset.

C Temperature and the Noise Scale

The noise scale measured during neural network training could depend on a variety of hyperparameters, such

as the learning rate ǫ or momentum. However, we have empirically found that noise scale primarily depends

on ǫ and B roughly through the ratio

T (ǫ, B) ≡ ǫ

ǫmax(B)
, (C.1)

which we refer to as the ‘temperature’ of training. The terminology reflects an idea of the loss as a potential

energy function, so that high temperature training explores a larger range of energies.

In the case of pure SGD it is approximated by T ≈ ǫ/B in the small batch regime. Our definition of T can

then be obtained from a toy model of a quadratic loss, which is described below. In that case one can show

explicitly [MHB17] that the equilibrium distribution of gradients is characterized by this temperature13.

In equilibrium, the noise scales vary in proportion to the inverse temperature, so that

Bnoise ∝ Bsimple ∝
1

T
. (C.2)

It may seem surprising that higher temperature results in a smaller noise scale. The intuition is that at larger

T the neural network parameters are further from the minimum of the loss, or higher up the ‘walls’ of the

potential, so that the gradient magnitude is larger relative to the variance.

Of course the loss landscape will be much more complicated than this toy model, but we have also observed

that this scaling rule provides a good empirical rule of thumb, even away from pure SGD. In particular, when

we decay the learning rate ǫ by a constant factor, we often find that the noise scale grows by roughly the

same factor. ImageNet training provides an example in Figure 10. A more direct investigation of the relation

between Bsimple and T is provided in Figure 15.

Since the noise depends primarily on the training temperature, and well-tuned training runs should have the

same temperature at different batch sizes, the measured noise scale will also be consistent between optimally-

tuned runs at different batch sizes.14. The noise scale then depends only on the temperature and the loss.

13This definition can also be motivated by the empirical results of [SKYL17], which show that decaying the learning
rate and increasing the batch size by the same factor have the same effect on training in the small-batch regime.

14This suggests that we can use the noise scale to define the temperature via Equation C.2. Then, once we have tuned
the learning rate and measured the noise scale at small batch size, we can tune the learning rate at larger batch sizes to the
noise scale constant. Though we have not investigated this idea thoroughly, it could significantly simplify the problem of
learning rate tuning at large batch size.
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To summarize, the noise scale does not provide an optimal training temperature schedule, but it instead

prescribes an optimal batch size at any given temperature.

A Toy Model for the Temperature

Now let us consider a simple explanation for the behavior of the noise scale in response to changes in the

learning rate ǫ and batch size B. We start by approximating the loss as locally quadratic:

L (θ) =
1

2
θTHθ + const.

where we set θ = 0 at the minimum without loss of generality. To compute the noise scale, we need a

model for the gradient covariance matrix Σ. A simple model appearing in [SZL13] suggests treating the per-

example loss Li as a shifted version of the true loss, Li (θ) = L (θ − ci), where ci is a random variable with

mean zero and covariance matrix Σc. The gradient covariance matrix is then given by Σ = HΣcH , which is

independent of θ. The average gradient itself is given by G = Hθ, with θ changing in response to ǫ or B. As

shown in [MHB17] over sufficiently long times SGD15 will approximately sample θ from the distribution

pSGD (θ) ∝ exp

[

−1

2
θTM−1θ

]

where the matrix M satisfies

MH +HM =
ǫ

B
Σ.

From these results, we can estimate the noise scale:

Bsimple =
tr(Σ)

|G|2 ≈ B

ǫ

tr (Σ)

tr (H2Σ)

Bnoise =
tr(Σ)H

GTHG
≈ B

ǫ

tr (HΣ)

tr (H3Σ)

So, in this model, the noise scale is expected to increase as we decrease the learning rate or increase the

batch size. We also expect that scaling the learning rate and batch size together should leave the noise scale

unchanged.

When B ≪ Bsimple, the ratio ǫ
B

plays the role of a “temperature”. Since our analysis was only based on a toy

model optimized using pure SGD, one might not expect it to work very well in practice. However, as shown

in Figure 15, we have found that it provides a quite accurate model of the dependence of the noise scale on ǫ
and B during neural network training, even when using the Adam16 optimizer. For these tests, on SVHN we

used an initial (ǫ, B) = (0.18, 128) while for billion word results we used (ǫ, B) = (6× 10−4, 128).

Note that this result relies on the assumption that the optimizer has approached an effective equilibrium.

We expect the equilibration timescale to be larger in the directions of low curvature, so that this effect will

be strongest when the gradient points mostly in the large-curvature directions of the Hessian. It would be

interesting to investigate the timescale for equilibration.

D Dynamically Varying the Batch Size

As one can see from Figure 4 and Section 3, both the measured Bnoise and Bsimple, as well as the empirical

Bcrit fit to Equation 2.11 all increase by at least an order of magnitude during training. Thus its natural to

ask if we should expect to improve efficiency by dynamically scaling the batch size B in response. We will

see that the predicted gains are relatively modest unless the Bcrit changes greatly during training, although

preliminary empirical tests suggest the benefits may be larger than predicted.

15With momentum, the same statements hold with ǫ replaced by ǫ/ (1−m).
16Note that with β2 = 0.999 the Adam variance accumulators would take of order ∼ 1000 steps to fully react. On the

right in Figure 15 we changed ǫ and B for 0.01 epochs, corresponding to between 100 and 1500 optimizer steps.
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D.1 Theory

Consider a single full-batch optimizer step, over which the loss increases by an amount δL. If we instead use

a batch of size B, it will take δS = 1 + B
B

optimizer steps and δE = BδS training examples to make the

same amount of progress, where B is the noise scale. Over a full training run, the total number of steps and

data examples processed can be written as

S =

∫
(

1 +
B(s)
B(s)

)

ds (D.1)

E =

∫

(B(s) +B(s)) ds

where we parameterize the training trajectory by the number s of full-batch optimizer steps (we abbreviated

Smin above to s for notational simplicity).

The question is how to optimally distribute the training examples over the full training trajectory. At each

point along the trajectory, we have the choice of trading examples for optimizer steps by increasing or de-

creasing the batch size. This “exchange rate” between examples and steps is

r = −
d
dB

δE
d
dB

δS
=

B2(s)

B(s) . (D.2)

If the distribution of training examples (and hence the batch size schedule) is optimal, then transferring

examples from one part of training to another should not save any optimization steps. This means that the

exchange rate r should be constant throughout training. Thus the batch size should be varied in proportion

with the square root of the noise scale:

B(s) =
√

rB(s). (D.3)

We can determine the resultant Pareto front parameterizing the tradeoff between training cost and time by

inserting Equation D.3 into Equation D.1 and eliminating the exchange rate17

Stot

Smin
− 1 = γ

(

Etot

Emin
− 1

)−1

, (D.4)

where we define Smin ≡
∫

ds and Emin ≡
∫

Bds to be the minimum possible number of optimizer steps

and training examples needed to reach the desired level of performance, obtained by inserting B ≫ B and

B ≪ B respectively into D.3. We also define

γ ≡

(

∫
√
Bds

)2

SminEmin
, (D.5)

which parameterizes the amount of variation of the noise scale over the course of training. When the noise

scale is constant γ = 1 and there is no benefit from using an adaptive batch size; more variation in B pushes γ
closer to 0, yielding a corresponding predicted improvement in the Pareto front.18 Note that since γ involves

the variation in the square root of B, practically speaking B must vary quite a bit during training for adaptive

batch sizes to provide efficiency benefits via these effects. Adaptive batch sizes may also have other benefits,

such as replacing adaptive learning rates [SKYL17] and managing the proportion of gradient noise during

training.

17The exchange rate r is a free parameter. It can be chosen according to preference from the value of training time vs

compute. There is also the fairly natural choice r = Emin

Smin
at which we have Stot

Smin
= Etot

Emin
= 1 +

√
γ, so that cost-

efficiency and time-efficiency are both within the same factor of optimal, corresponding to the turning point in Figure
16.

18To see explicitly the dependence of γ on the variability of the noise scale, we can rewrite it as γ =
E[

√
B]2

E[B]
=

1

1+σ2√
B
/E[

√
B]2

, where the expectation is over a training run, weighting each full-batch step equally.
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Figure 16: Left: We compare training using an adaptive batch size (data points) to the hyperbolic fit to Pareto
fronts at fixed batch size (lines). We note a modest but visible improvement to training efficiency. Adaptive
batch sizes appear to decrease the minimum number of optimization steps Smin, which was not anticipated
by theoretical analysis. Right: Depending on the degree to which the noise scale varies over training, we can
predict the potential Pareto improvement from using an adaptive batch size.

D.2 An SVHN Case Study

We have argued that a batch size of order the noise scale can simultaneously optimize data parallelism and

total resource use. We have also shown that the noise scale tends to grow quite significantly during training.

This suggests that one can further optimize resource use by adaptively scaling19 the batch size with the noise

scale as training progresses, as discussed above.

For adaptive batch training, we can follow a simple and pragmatic procedure and dynamically set

B =
√

rBsimple, (D.6)

with Bsimple measured periodically during training. The results from dynamic batch training with this pro-

cedure and various values of r are compared to fixed batch size training in Figure 16. We see that adaptive

training produces a modest20 efficiency benefit.

We can combine our fixed batch size results with theoretical analysis to predict the magnitude of efficiency

gains that we should expect from adaptive batch size training. We displayed Bcrit for fixed batch training of

SVHN in Figure 7. We have found that these results are fit very well by Bcrit(s) ≈ 10
√
s, where s is the

number of steps taken in the limit of very large batch training. Using Equation D.5, we would predict the

quite modest efficiency gain of

γ =

(∫

ds 4
√
s
)2

s
∫

ds
√
s

=
24

25
(D.7)

or around 4%. The benefits visible in Figure 16 in some cases appear too large to be fully explained by this

analysis.

In particular, the adaptive batch size seems to benefit training in the regime of large batch size, decreasing

the minimum number of optimization steps Smin. However, our theoretical analysis would predict negligible

benefits at large Etot/Stot. This may be due to the fact that the adaptive BS schedule also ‘warms up’

the learning rate, or it may be an effect of a larger and more consistent proportion of gradient noise during

training. It would be interesting to disentangle these and other factors in future work, and to study adaptive

batch size training on other datasets.

19This may have an additional advantage compared to training with a fixed, large batch size: it allows for a constant
proportion of gradient noise during training, and some have argued [KMN+16, HHS17] that noise benefits generalization.

20It’s challenging to provide a fair comparison between fixed and adaptive batch size training. Here we determined
a roughly optimal relation ǫ = 0.27B

96+B
between learning rate ǫ and B for fixed batch size training, and used this same

function to determine the learning rate for both fixed and adaptive batch size training runs. This meant the adaptive batch
size training used a corresponding adaptive learning rate. We did not experiment with learning rate schedules.
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Figure 17: Left: This figure shows the magnitude of the optimal step size in the direction of the parameter
update divided by the magnitude of the actual update. Optimal step sizes are determined by a line search of
the loss. We show training of two quite different models with different optimizers – an LSTM trained with
Adam (momentum = 0.5) on Billion Word, and a CNN trained on SVHN with SGD. In both cases, training
converges to an approximate steady state where the average update is about twice the optimal update. Right:
Learning curves included to clarify that this phenomenon is not due to the cessation of learning.

Figure 18: The gradient exhibits rapid, long-lived oscillations over the course of training, even when using
adaptive optimizers such as Adam. These oscillations are typical when optimizing functions with a large Hi-
erarchy in the Hessian spectrum. We measure the moving average of the gradient with decay 0.5, computing
its correlations over time. Results are shown for a simple CNN trained on SVHN using the Adam optimizer.

E Comments on Optimization

E.1 Deterministic Training Performs Poorly

From the discussion of the noise scale in Section 2, we expect that at large batch size B ≫ Bnoise we can

obtain a very good estimate of the gradient. This would then suggest a minimally stochastic approach to

training, where at each step one performs a line search of the true loss in the direction of the true gradient,

and updates parameters accordingly.

This nearly deterministic ‘greedient descent’ method performs poorly in practice [WRLG18]. While its first

few steps tend to decrease the loss significantly, subsequent step sizes decrease rapidly and provide minimal

further training progress. In fact, when training with a fixed learning rate, we have observed that training
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often tends towards a regime where the optimal step size (determined by a line search in the direction of the

parameter update) is almost exactly half of the actual update magnitude. We have found that this phenomenon

occurs regardless of the learning rate (scanning over several orders of magnitude), and seems common to a

variety of different models, as shown in Figures 17 and 18. A natural interpretation of these results is that

large Hessian directions are dominating the update [GARD18], so that training involves rapid oscillations, as

seen in Figure 18 (see [Goh17] for an intuitive picture of these oscillations). Because of this, line searches do

not appear to be useful in determining the optimal step size for a full training run.

E.2 Motivations for Learning Rate Scaling Rules

The learning rate scaling rule from Appendix A.2 can be motivated as follows. Equation A.3 generalizes

Equation 2.6, which was derived for plain SGD. The SGD linear scaling rule (α = 1) means that the step

size per data example stays fixed up to B∗; one might intuitively expect that this is necessary to avoid dimin-

ishing returns as B increases. In the case of Adam21, we can use noise scale considerations to motivate the

generalization to 0.5 < α < 1. The Adam update to the parameter θi takes the form

δθi = ǫ
Eβ1

[Gi]
√

Eβ2
[G2

i ] + ǫAdam

where Eβ refers to an exponentially-weighted moving average with decay parameter β, and G refers to a

gradient from a batch of size B. If we disregard β1, β2, and ǫAdam, this is roughly equivalent to

δθi ≈ ǫ
sign (E [Gi])
√

1 + si
E[Gi]

2

.

where si is the variance of Gi over timesteps. If the step-to-step noise in the gradient is primarily due to

batch statistics, si should scale inversely with B. Comparing with 2.6, this implies a square-root scaling rule

(α = 0.5) to maintain a constant learning rate per data example. However, since β2 is often set to large values

around 0.999, the second moment accumulator may not have time to adapt to quick changes in the gradient

noise; this pushes α back towards 1.0. This may explain the variation in α between different tasks.

E.3 Preliminary Tests of Generalization

Throughout the paper we have studied the noise scale as a function of the training loss or RL score. But for

non-RL tasks, it is also interesting to study the relationship between the noise scale and the critical batch size

associated with minimization of the test loss. The difference between the training and test results provides

information about generalization. In Figure 19 we report results using the test loss for the small image

classification datasets.

As expected, early in training there is no difference between train and test results. However, at the very end of

training we observe a small dip in Bcrit for the test loss, which appears to occur consistently across datasets.

It would be very interesting to further investigate this phenomenon in the future.

21These considerations apply equally well to RMSProp.
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Figure 19: Scaling behavior of image classification tasks, using test set goals rather than Train set goals.
These results should be compared to those of Figure 14, which use training goals.
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